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For Beth Carmichael, an altruistic doctor with a tendency to be overly rational when it comes to her

love life, it should have been just another day at the accident and emergency unit, treating patients

and fixing boo boos. But when Gracie Bloom walks into her exam room with a fractured arm, the

world turns on its head. Because as well as drawing Beth to her like a moth to a sexy flame, Gracie

is a con artist, ripping off rich people whenever she gets the chance. And after GracieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

latest attempt to part someone from their cash goes badly wrong, she ends up a witness to a terrible

crime, committed by people with resources and reach, forcing Gracie to run for her life. And even

though Gracie and Beth are practically strangers, Beth ends up being dragged into the chaos,

finding herself running with the hot grifter, her own life going up in flames in the process. Beth and

Gracie are on the lam together, trying to figure out how to get back to the lives they knew. But are

they gone for good? And if they could find their way back, can overly rational Beth and street-smart

Gracie find anything in common besides raw sexual attraction? Chase Me is a romantic crime thriller

with a dash of humor that will make your pulse race for all the right reasons. The latest book from

Natasha West, internationally bestselling author of lesbian fiction novels 'The Plus One' and

'Waiting for the Punchline'.
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This is a great story if you're looking for an adventure-type romance! The author created this really

exciting plot that involves some action and suspense for two amazingly lovable characters. I was

really impressed with the chemistry between these two, and their relationship felt genuine and

realistic. It's a quick read, but nothing was rushed so each aspect was given careful attention.I

couldn't bring myself to give 5 stars because there were a few too many coincidental and perfect

timing type situations. I know that's vague, but I don't want to give anything away because it's

otherwise a very fun read, and I highly recommend it!!Note: there's a slightly erotic scene, but its

tastefully written, and there are no cliffhangers or open endings. There's also minimal if any foul

language, and only one or two maybe offensive stereotypes for hippies and corrupt cops. And no

animals were harmed. I hope that covers the gist of commonly asked questions.

This is a plot I've seen many times on the big screen but it doesn't make it any less fun, especially

when there's a lesbian twist.A small time petty thief and con artist, Gracie, inadvertently puts a

completely respectable, upstanding doctor, Beth, in the line of fire from bigger criminals. They are

forced to go on the lamb to save their skins and figure out how to get out of the mess they've found

themselves. In the process, they bring out the best in each other so we get a light romance in

addition to a cat-and-mouse-chase crime caper.The story isn't too deep, i.e. it's not heavy though it

involves crime, and the author does a great job of quickly setting up the characters, their chemistry,

and how disparate they are to each other. The book moves at a fast pace and it's solidly written. It's

a pleasant way to spend a few hours.Recommend.

Read this in one go and absolutely worth the book hangover! Ms. West has written a novel that will

take you for an entertaining ride of twist and turns. Chase Me has it all. A corrupt cop, a psycho

"nice guy," sexy nerdy doctor, and a sexier criminal.Both main characters are written well and play

off of each other better. Opposites certainly attract here in the best way ever. Being able to see the

palpable internal struggles of both Gracie and Beth is a real treat and adds a lovely layer of depth

and realness to them. The reader can see where the characters start to find common ground

despite how utterly different they are and it's entertaining to witness.Intense from almost the very

beginning injected with the sarcasm, humor and one liners we have come to expect from Natasha



West, Chase Me delivers a crime thriller rom com that will have you flipping the pages well past your

bedtime.

I really enjoyed this story. It has it all. Love, adventure and laugh out loud humor. Another excellent

book from this author!
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